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the Spirit is not a numinous entity. The biblical narratives exhibit the complex but
clear forms and structures of its activity.

CHAPTER

13

....................................................................................................................................................

The Overcoming Spirit

It is in the time of the judges of Israel, within the context of charismatic leadership,
that we first encounter a 'fixed, clearly defined, and abundantly attested use' of the
word ruach, 'spirit' (Westermann 1981: 225). Several texts report similar stories
.................................................................................................................................................... about the descent of God's Spirit (e.g., Judg. 3: 7-11; 6: 34-5; 11: 29; 1 Sam. n: 6-7) .
This Spirit enables the people of Israel to regain their capacity for action after
having fallen away from Yahweh and placed themselves into desperate situations.
MICHAEL
WELKER
When the people are in seemingly unavoidable and dire straits and acknowledge
themselves to be so, a person 'over whom the Spirit of God fell' or 'came' rescues
the people of Israel or rather enables them to overcome this most dangerous, lifethreatening situation. The charismatic person leads Israel out of a situation of fear,
lament, and despairing paralysis. He restores solidarity, loyalty, and the capacity for
common action among the people. The activity of the Spirit is not yet, as in the
THE doctrine of the Spirit was generally on the margins of earlier twentieth-century
third article of the Apostles' Creed, connected with 'the communion of saints, the
systematic theology. In the last half-century, it has acquired renewed significance, not
forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting'. It is,
only as a discrete topic but as a dimension of all Christian teaching. Accordingly, the
however, related in an analogous way to the people of God, to rescue from the
reinvigoration of pneumatology is felt across the systematic corpus: in the doctrine of
power of sin and (self-)endangerment, to the restoration of the capacity to act, and
the Trinity, where the doctrine of the Spirit is often appealed to as a corrective against
to a long phase of life in peace.
apparently monistic doctrines of God which lack a sense of the differentiation of
the divine persons; in Christology, where the pneumatological dimensions of the
person and work of Christ have complemented incarnational teaching; or in ecclesiThe Resting Spirit
ology and the theology of mission, where pneumatology expands and corrects
The messianic stories about the 'resting of the Spirit' on the 'servant of God' or on
theologies of the church structured around office and institution. This chapter reflects
the one whom God 'elected' also speak of saving and freeing interventions (Isa. 11;
on the biblical basis and on some of the fruits of these various theologies of the
42: 1-9, 61). Compared with the war stories associated with the early charismatics,
Spirit, especially in the areas of the nature of human community, the personhood of
these activities do not arouse ambivalent feelings. The 'bearer of the Spirit',
the Spirit, and the relation of the Spirit to ecstatic experience.
frequently identified with Jesus Christ by the New Testament traditions (e.g.,
Matt. 12: 15-21; Luke 3: 22; John 1: 32-34), will bring justice, mercy, and the universal
knowledge of God in Israel and among the Gentiles. This was one of the main
intentions of the 'law of God'. From the 'book of the covenant' (Exod. 20: 22-23:33)
THE WORKINGS
OF THE HOLY
SPIRIT
to the New Testament remark about the 'weightier matters of the law', namely
.........................................................................................................................................................................................
'justice and mercy and faith' (Matt. 23: 23), we see the interdependencies between
these normative regulations in the law of Israel. The bearer of the Spirit is both in
Beginning with the Old Testament witnesses, 'the Spirit' is always associated with
continuity and discontinuity with these traditions. In Jesus' teaching and procdeep experiences, experiences of an awesome power (Dunn 2006). This power can
lamation, in the coming of the reign of God and in the activity of the Spirit, the
'overcome' individual persons, it can 'rest' upon a single bearer of the Spirit, and it
main intentions of the law are kept; specific regulations, however, are relativized.
can be 'poured out' upon many human beings. Although it is an awesome power,
The bearer of the Spirit brings justice and mercy, and above all he enables the
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Gentiles to identify the Israelites as 'ministers of our God' (Isa. 61: 6). Further, this
revolution takes place when the bearer of the Spirit, 'who had been inspired by the
Spirit', becomes 'a dispenser of the Spirit' (Dunn 1970, 1996).

The Spirit Poured Out
To articulate that Jesus Christ is the dispenser of the Spirit, the New Testament uses
the powerful metaphor of the 'pouring out of the Spirit' found in the prophecy of
Joel 2: 28-32 but also in Isaiah 32: 15 and Zechariah 12: 10. The Pentecost account
quotes Joel extensively (Acts 2: 17-21) and adds that it is the resurrected and exalted
Jesus who, 'having received from the Father the promise of the Holy Spirit, ... has
poured out this that you both see and hear' (Acts 2: 33). The 'pouring out of the
Spirit' is clearly connected to a new knowledge of God and a renewal of spiritual
insight and proclamation.
The insistence that male and female, young and old, masters and slaves, as well as
people of different nations, languages, and cultures will be endowed with prophetic
insight and power (Joel 2: 28-32; cf. Wellcer1994: 134-58, 230-9) is revolutionary. It
occurs in a patriarchal context in which the aged were favoured and slave-holding
was common. The Spirit grants prophetic powers not only to those to whom
society normally listens and who determine what is normal, reasonable, and can be
realistically expected. It also enables women, the young, and even slaves of both
sexes to disclose the future which God intends. They do so with each other and for
each other. Likewise, the event of Pentecost gives expression to God's intentions
towards all human beings. Those who are filled with the Spirit become capable of
speaking in a way that can be understood in all the languages of that day. Without
eliminating the differences of languages and traditions, everybody is able to
understand 'the mighty works of God'.
The presence of God's Spirit is thus not mediated by only one group of people,
one nation, or one culture, nor is it only by the ruling party or, for that matter, the
oppressed. How can this insight be reconciled with the New Testament assertions
that the Spirit is One and a definitely uniting power (1 Cor. 12)? All associations of
the Spirit with uniformity and homogeneity have to be corrected, associations
which might be evoked by some 'oneness statements' such as 1 Corinthians 12: 13,
'For in the one Spirit we were all baptized into one body'; or Philippians 1: 27, 'you
are standing firm in one spirit'; or Philippians 2: 1-2, according to which we have
the 'same mind' and 'the same love' by virtue of participating in the Spirit. The
Spirit establishes a complex and rich community in which faith, love, and hope are
shared and thrive (Rom. 8; 1 Cor. 13; Gal. 5: 5-6). It constitutes a community which
continually aims at the establishment and improvement of justice, mercy, and the
knowledge of God. Under the guidance of the Spirit, the search for God and the love
of God become concrete (Macchia 2006). It is thus not sufficient to understand
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'baptism in the Spirit' as an operation with just two 'points of reference', namely
God and the human person (Barth 1969).

The Spirit Constituting a Differentiated Community
and Personality
The Spirit of God relativizes and abolishes unjust differences and distortions and
even natural and cultural differences where these are connected with injustice,
coldness, and despair. This does not mean that the Spirit eliminates differences as
such; rather it constitutes a differentiated community in which the different gifts of
the Spirit interact with and mutually strengthen each other. The unity established
and sustained by the Spirit is expressed by the metaphor of a body with different
members (1 Cor. 12). The 'body of Christ', constituted by the Spirit, has Jesus
Christ as its head; in itself and apart from Christ's lordship it has no monohierarchical structure. This is perfectly compatible with the assurance in 2 Corinthians
3: 17; 'Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is
freedom.'
The intrinsic richness of the Spirit is acknowledged when its definite givenness to
human beings is expressed in terms of the 'pouring out' of the Spirit and 'filling'
with the Spirit. The Spirit enables people to gain an immediacy, and even a unity,
not only with one another, but above all with Christ himself (1 Cor. 6: 17; Rom. 8: 9).
This unity becomes manifest in intimate address to God. Galatians 4: 6: 'God has
sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying, "Abba! Father!"'. On the other
hand, this unity, intimacy, and immediacy do not mean uniformity. Persons rich in
faith and a complex and lively community are constituted by the Holy Spirit. The
Spirit gives humans the power to host in themselves the fullness of Christ and the
creativity of God (Zizioulas 1997).
The ability to host the Spirit even in our bodies, and to unite with God in Christ
'in the Spirit' is a breathtaking elevation, an extension of real human existence. The
ability to be present 'in the spirit' even when we cannot be bodily present (1 Cor.
5: 3; Col. 2: 5) mirrors this anthropologically and realistically. Visions, experiences
of theophany and revelation, and the power to proclaim the gospel in a convincing
way are related to the activity of the Spirit. Various New Testaments texts emphasize access to eschatological realities experienced by people who 'have tasted the
heavenly gift, and have shared in the Holy Spirit' (Heb. 6: 4). These realities include
participation in the resurrection, entrance into the reign of God, and a share in
eternal life (Gal. 6: 8) (Berkhof 1965: 21-9). Paul even speaks of salvific repercussions for bodily existence and for the whole creation which allow those 'who have
the first fruits of the Spirit' to 'wait for adoption, the redemption of our bodies'
(Rom. 8: 23).
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The Spirit Freeing from the Power of Sin and Ennobling
Why does the unity of the Spirit have such a complex form? The Apostles' Creed,
which connects belief in the Holy Spirit with belief in the communion of saints and
the forgivenessof sins, offers an answer to this question. It is not only the Spirit's
passion for freedom which works against uniformity and monohierarchical structures, but also for the awareness that the power of sin can corrupt even the search
for justice, mercy, and knowledge of God, a search encouraged and guided by the
law of God. Through the revelation in Jesus Christ and by the power of the Spirit,
God engages the sinful and very complex human conspiracy against life. This
conspiracy employed all available means of power to silence and bring about the
disappearance of the one who proclaimed God's coming reign and who brought
concrete deliverance from sickness and need to many people. In the name of
religion, in the name of Jewish and Roman law, in the name of the dominant
politics and public opinion of the moment, Jesus of Nazareth was nailed to the
cross. The powers which are supposed to serve to maintain a life which is good,
pleasing to God, and beneficent to human beings here collaborate against the
bearer of the power of life. The Spirit works against this situation in, with, and
through the constitution of the body of Christ (Tillich 1963).
The powers of God which counter evil and the forces of sin, freeing creation
from self-jeopardyand self-destruction, are often manifest in astoundingly modest
ways.This is clear with respect to the spiritual reality of the 'coming reign of God'.
Accordingto Jesus' parables, this reign does not come like a violent storm, but like
green leaves from a branch or like grass from the ground. While these manifestations are invisible to some, for others they predict a good harvest. God's reign
comes like the early morning light which some see as the beginning day while
others still call it night and darkness. Jesus' parables speak of this emergent reality
brought forth in numerous experiences of mercy, of forgiveness, and of free and
unexpected deeds of justice and love.
Similar observations can be made regarding the resurrection of Christ and his
presence in 'Spirit and faith'. The resurrection happens in a much less triumphalistic mode than often depicted. Through Jesus' many different appearances and
revelations-and despite so much uncertainty and doubt-the insight emerges
that Jesus has risen from the dead. Out of a multitude of witnesses, mingled with
voicesof scepticism and uncertainty, the post- Easter body of Christ grows, bearing
Christ's new presence (Turner 1994). It is this complex spiritual reality which
overcomesthe powers of death and destruction, a reality which guides the search
for truth, justice, and salvation in the midst of the powers of sin which generate
uncertainty and doubt, a sense of helplessness and despair.
The work of the Spirit against the power of sin is not only a saving and rescuing
operation, but also an ennobling one. Most fascinating in the constitution of the
post-Easter body of Christ is the fact that the Spirit does not simply get humans
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back on track, so to speak, but that God rescues human creatures by ennobling
them, elevating them, taking them into the divine life. By the power of the Spirit
and through their response of faith, humans become members of the body of
Christ, of the new creation. They gain a share in the divine life. In the sacraments,
Christians celebrate this grace of God in a particularly powerful way.

The Discernment of the Spirits and Truth-Seeking
Communities
The biblical traditions know about good and evil spirits, salvific and demonic
powers. The New Testament traditions identify the divine Spirit, the Holy Spirit, as
the Spirit of the merciful creator and the Spirit of Jesus Christ. This is the living
and loving divine power which unites the self-revealing God and connects God and
creation in sustaining, saving, and ennobling ways. Every age, however, is haunted
by deceiving spirits, by individual and shared certainties which prove to be wrong,
misleading, and distorted, by devastating forms of consensus breeding dangerous
ideologies or stale theories that block insight over the ages. Thus the 'discernment
of the spirits' is a most important task in all fields of experience, knowledge, and
conviction (Dunn 1979). The Holy Spirit is not only identified in its differentiated
relation to the basic good intentions of the law of God to bring about justice,
mercy, and the knowledge of God, and it is not only identified by its relation to
Jesus Christ, whose differentiated post-Easter body is constituted by its power. The
Holy Spirit is also identified as the 'Spirit of truth' (John 14: 17).
The messianic traditions of the Old Testament declare that the bearer of the
Spirit will bring not only justice and mercy to Jews and Gentiles but also a universal
knowledge and cognition of God (Isa. 11: 1-9; 42: 6-7; 61: 6). Throughout the New
Testament traditions we find an affiliation of the Spirit and truth. Paul says that the
Spirit interprets 'spiritual things to those who are spiritual' (1 Cor. 2: 13), and he
connects sanctification by the Spirit with belief in truth (2 Thess. 2: 13). John
declares concerning God that 'those who worship him must worship in spirit and
truth' (John 4: 24). 1 John 5: 6 says that 'the Spirit is the one that testifies, for the
Spirit is the truth', and 2 Timothy 1: 14 (RSV) refers to 'the truth that has been
entrusted to you by the Holy Spirit who dwells within us'.
Although the New Testament traditions insist that the insight and proclamation
in the power of the Spirit are stronger than mere human words and wisdom
(1 Thess. 1: 5; 1 Cor. 2: 4; Rom. 15: 19), they clearly emphasize the revelatory
and enlightening power of the Spirit in the lives and minds of human beings.
1 Corinthians 2: 10 speaks of God's revelation through the Spirit and says that
'the Spirit searches everything, even the depths of God'. The Spirit provides a depth
of insight and circumspection that leads to Paul's claim (1 Cor. 2: 15), 'Those who
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THE

are spiritual discern all things, and they are themselves subject to no one else's
scrutiny.'
It is in truth-seeking communities-in both academic and religious contextsthat the excitement resulting from the experience of the Spirit has to be complemented by the discernment of the spirits. What is it which guides progress in
truth-seeking communities and encourages us to make truth claims, even though
full evidence is still lacking? How can we be so bold as to speak of true knowledge,
when we have to admit that all our important insights are fragmentary? It is the
Spirit of God seen as the guiding and encouraging power at work, giving both
the boldness and the patience in the individual and common search for truth
(Wellzer 2006).
Truth-seeking communities are not groups of people who look around somehow
to find some kind of truth. Nor do they claim to possess the full truth and speak it
with the expectation that everybody else must simply listen, agree, and obey. Truthseeking communities are willing to formulate truth claims and to express an
utmost certainty similar to that of the famous words of Luther before the Diet of
Worms: 'Unless I am convinced by the testimony of the Scriptures or by clear
reason ... , I am bound by the Scriptures I have quoted and my conscience is
captive to the Word of God' (Luther 1957-86: xxxii. 112). In formulating truth
claims, truth-seeking communities not only express utmost certainty, but also
topical insight. In addition, they develop standards of argumentation for the
challenge of their truth claims and certainties and for the improvement of their
insights (Polkinghorne and Wellzer 2001: 132-48).
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of thought by grasping and thinking that which is thought, so that spirit and that
which is thought are identical' (Metaphysics1072b, in Aristotle 1928). The thinking
spirit can deal with more or less important contents. What is it that allows us to
rank the contents and the activities of the spirit? For Aristotle it is the fuller and
stronger self-awareness in the activity of thinking that distinguishes 'higher' activities of the spirit from lower ones. 'Intellectual contemplation (philosophic
thought) is what is most pleasant and best. If, then, the Divinity is always doing
as well as we sometimes (are), this compels our wonder. If the Divinity is doing still
better, this compels our wonder still more. And the Divinity indeed is doing better'

(Metaphysics1072b).
This remark of Aristotle's with respect to 'the Divinity' which enjoys 'eternal life'
in its self-referential spiritual activity is not a pious gloss. It identifies a problem of
human aspiration towards higher and higher 'spiritual' activities. According to
Aristotle and to those inspired by him, the stronger the self-actualization and selfawareness, the closer the human spirit gets to the divine. This notion of spirit and
its self-referential 'personality' has shaped thinking in epistemology, anthropology,
and cultural and social theories. It has also shaped religious thought and guided
attempts to understand the 'personhood' of the spirit. This understanding, however, is fundamentally different from that of the Holy Spirit in Jewish and
Christian religious thinking. The philosophical spirit is self-referential and a spirit
of certainty. The Spirit of the biblical traditions, the 'Spirit of truth', bears witness
to Christ and to God the creator and 'does not speak on his own authority' (John
15: 26 RSV). This difference has far-reaching consequences (Welker 1994: 279-341;
2006).

II.

THE

PERSONHOOD

OF THE

HOLY

SPIRIT

The Self-Referential Personhood of the Aristotelian Spirit
In his Metaphysics,Aristotle proposed a notion of 'the divine' or 'the divinity' and
'the spirit' which was adopted by western elites within and outside of religious
communities. This notion of 'the spirit' was used in religious and anthropological
theories, in epistemologies, and in theories of cultures. It provided a key concept to
orient religious and cultural developments. Although Aristotle's term noushas been
translated not only as 'spirit', but also as 'reason', 'thought', and 'mind', the activity
described by the philosopher appeared to many thinkers to be a convincing candidate for 'the ultimate' and even 'the divine'.
Aristotle describes spirit as a creative and living power of thought which takes
part in and becomes a part of what is being thought. 'Spirit becomes itself an object

The Context-Sensitive Holy Spirit of the Biblical Traditions
How is the 'personality' of the Holy Spirit to be understood, if it has to be
distinguished from the Aristotelian spirit and if self-referentiality is not characteristic of it? The most convincing answer views its personality as connected with its
context-sensitivity and encounter-sensitivity (Pollzinghorne 2001; 2006). The Holy
Spirit is not a power that acts and operates in each and every context in the same
way. 1 Corinthians 12: 11 speaks of 'one and the same Spirit, who allots to each one
individually just as the Spirit chooses', and Hebrews 2: 4 says that God acts 'by signs
and wonders and various miracles, and by gifts of the Holy Spirit, distributed
according to his will'.
Although the Spirit is not self-referential in itself, it gains a complex trinitarian
self-referentiality in the dual relation to God the creator and to the lordship of
Jesus Christ. 2 Corinthians 3: 18 says that it is by 'the Lord who is the Spirit' that
we 'are being changed into his likeness from one degree of glory to another'. The
text oscillates between the lordship of the Spirit and that of Christ. The Spirit can
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be understood as the field of Christ's resonance, who provides the self-referential
personal structure in the unity with the Spirit. This explains why the Spirit
could be described both in personal categories and in field categories (Pannenberg 1991-8: i. 382-4), why one could suggest understanding the Spirit in a
complementary way as both a complex public person and the dynamic 'force
field [Kraftfeld]'of the divinity. In these complementary perspectives a confusion
of the Spirit's personhood with human personhood and the notion of a ubiquitous spirit without intentional structure can be avoided. The Spirit becomes
present 'where it wills'-and also when we view it as a field of power (Oberdorfer
2006).

The context-sensitivity and encounter-sensitivity of the Spirit is also correlated
with its vulnerability. Statements such as 1 Thessalonians 5: 19, 'Do not quench
the Spirit'; Ephesians 4: 30, 'Do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God, with which
you were marked with a seal for the day of redemption'; the warning of Acts 5: 9 not
to test 'the Spirit of the Lord'; and Hebrews 10: 29 about having 'outraged the
Spirit of grace' would be impossible if the Spirit were an irresistible force.
The power of the Spirit and the subtlety and sensitivity of its activity are not
contradictory.

The Hidden Working of the Spirit in Creation
The observation of this texture and dwelling of the Spirit allows an appreciation of
its gradual working in ordinary life. We see the Spirit at work not only in dramatic
and ecstatic events, but also in patient processes and institutionalized forms, not
only in strong and overwhelming personal experiences but also in historical
processes and in the mediation of quiet transformations in public life and general
insight (Tanner 2006). Here the Spirit comes into view not only as patient 'sustainer',
but also as patient 'teacher', guiding the community into a shared recognition of
truth.
This is not to be confused with a pantheistic or panentheistic view which sees the
Spirit at work in every aspect of creation (Moltmann 2001). The fact that the Spirit
'has filled the world' and 'holds all things together' (Wis. 1: 7; cf. Isa. 34: 16) is not to
be confused with an abstract 'ubiquity' of the Spirit. The same texts say that the
Spirit 'will flee from deceit, and will leave foolish thoughts behind' (Wis. 1: 5). The
hidden working of the Spirit in the world's unfolding history merely through
the input of pure information 'would constitute a pneumatological account of
continuous creation, divine participation in the evolving fruitfulness of the world,
exercised with covert reticence within the open grain of nature' (Poll<lnghorne
2006; Lossky 1957).
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With the notion of the exalted Jesus Christ 'baptizing with the Spirit', the New
Testament coined a fresh image that strengthened hope for 'a richer experience of
God's vitalizing presence and activity' on earth (Dunn 2006). The early church
witnessed to the fulfilment of this hope in its growth and mission within and
beyond the realm of Judaism. Real spiritual experiences paved the way for the life
and the expansion of the church. Real transformation into the image of Jesus
Christ, becoming a member of the body of Christ, was an experience of faith, and
the resurrection of a 'spiritual body' enlivened by the Holy Spirit became a focus of
Christian hope. Both discontinuity and continuity between the pre-Easter Jesus
and the resurrected Christ remained most important. With this orientation the
early church was able to 'discern the spirits' in the midst of ecstatic experiences.
The 'crisis experience called the "baptism in the Holy Spirit"' became the
hallmark of the Pentecostal and Charismatic movement of the twentieth century;
with 500 million members, it is the largest spiritual movement in human history
(Macchia 2006; Hollenweger 1988). How this experience is interpreted, however,
differs between the different strands of this movement. This has created dynamics
which challenge Pentecostals to develop and expand their own understanding of
Spirit-baptism and at the same time contribute to an ecumenical pneumatology
which could be seminal for other church communities. The experience of empowerment for witness takes on different forms, while the new beginnings of
Christian life are seen in more and less spectacular and dramatic ways. In a growing
ecumenical consensus it becomes clear that concentration on this charismatic
event should not blur, much less dismiss, the Spirit's sanctifying and soteriological
work within human lives, which cannot be separated from God's self-disclosure in
Jesus Christ, the Spirit-Baptizer (Macchia 2006; Dayton 1988).
The renewed awareness of the personhood of the Spirit and the nature of truthseeldng communities gained at the beginning of the twenty-first century could be
of great help in this development towards ecumenical understanding and peace.
However the Spirit's relation to truth is to be understood, it is crucial to notice
that self-referentiality is not its basis. John 16: 13 says: 'When the Spirit of truth
comes, he will guide you into all the truth; for he will not speak on his own, but
will speak whatever he hears, and he will declare to you the things that are to
come.' The Spirit of truth will bear witness to Christ, not to its own authority
(John 15: 26).
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The interpretation of the image of 'Spirit-baptism' in the framework of the richly
variegated dwelling of the Spirit might open a way to mediate between the
insistence on dramatic and sensational individual experiences as 'initiation-events'
of faith, and the insistence that the Spirit of truth is characterized by its connection
to Jesus Christ and to a wisdom which operates in astounding but not necessarily
spectacular ways.
An understanding of the activity of the Spirit as a truth-revealing power is
required in both academic and religious contexts. This understanding has to
acknowledge the Spirit's empathetic and context-sensitive presence as well as the
great variety in its working. So-called emergent processes have to be grasped in
order to appreciate the Spirit's working. In emergent processes, new qualities arise
out of various interplays between the components of the process or between the
members involved in it. The new qualities cannot be derived from the properties of
the components but consist only in the interplay between them. While the change
perceptible in emergent processes may appear surprising, it is actually to be traced
back to the fact that, by means of a new interplay among certain parts or members
of the process, an across-the-board change in the interplay of all parts or
members has occurred. In emergent processes generated by the Spirit, excitement
and awe different from that generated by individual and bodily mediated 'spectacular' experiences come into view, which necessarily goes hand-in-hand with the
need to discern the spirits. Although the ancient images of 'pouring' and 'Spiritbaptism' adequately express the power envisioned in the Spirit's activity, a new
awareness of the hiddenness of the Spirit in creation and of its patient activity as a
comforting, guiding, teaching, and truth-revealing power can and should be raised.
The multicontextual and variegated presence of the Spirit explains the connection between various, quite different phenomena addressed by the biblical traditions. The canonical coherence of the biblical traditions is provided by the Spirit
who speaks as the one voice in and through the different voices of the canon (Mark
12: 36; Acts 1: 16; cf. Wellcer1994: 264-78). The fact that different modes of access are
possible for Jews and Gentiles is related to the activity of the Christ as the messianic
bearer and dispenser of the Spirit (Rom. 15: 16; Eph. 2: 18; Isa. 11: 1-9; cf. Wellcer
1994: 1-49, 303-15). There is thus a full confidence that the Spirit is present in
different contexts of trial and danger and that it gives voice to the persecuted and
oppressed (Mark 13: 11).
The multicontextual and polyphonic presence of the Spirit challenges simple
one-to-one relations and monohierarchical forms of social interaction, questioning their ability to express basic religious experiences and interactions. Theories of
emergence have to be used to explain this character and working of the Spirit. The
pouring out of the Spirit brings about a pluralistic striving for God's righteousness
and truth. The complex unity brought forth by the Spirit is not a postmodern
invention, but an act of the divine power by which God works through frail and
finite human creatures against the powers of sin and distortion. The Spirit works in
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emergent ways that alter a complex constellation with a multiplicity of internal
relations by reconfiguring these internal relations and clusters of relations, whether
gradually or at once. The new relations and constellations not only modify each
other but also have unforeseen effects and joint-effects on the whole constellation.
Deep, ecstatic experiences of an awesome power are characteristic of the experience of the Spirit. This holds true for the biblical witnesses and for Pentecostal and
Charismatic theologies. This is also the case for philosophical and scientific
processes of discovery in which the most amazing truths are found and the most
astonishing truth-claims encouraged in the midst of uncertainties and open questions. This finally holds true for breakthroughs in the fight for justice, healing, and
peace. The power which conditions these experiences both in natural reality and in
human minds is identified as 'the Spirit'. The Spirit has the dual character of a
personal, context-sensitive, and intentional event and of a structuring force field
which operates in a rich variety of forms. The notion of the 'pouring out' of the
Spirit seems to combine both characters and modes.
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THE doctrine of the church, more than most other doctrines, bears witness to the
confessional differences that have marked the history of Christianity. Certainly the
historical and persistent divisions that fracture the church reflect the many doctrinal
and theological divergences professed by these communities. In fact, various and
sundry doctrines have been instrumental in the genesis, formation, and continued
separation of the Christian churches. Nevertheless, ecclesiology proper-the
theological understanding of the church-whether implicit or held explicitly as a
matter of doctrine, contributes in no small way to the present state of Christian
ecclesial existence and the prospects for its future.
The doctrine of the church ensures the fidelity of the church to the gospel. In
the articulation of its identity and mission the doctrine accounts for the church's
visible representation and mediation of the gospel such that coram Deo the church
might indeed be the church. Ecclesiology,therefore, cannot afford to be distracted
by digressions that subvert its theological integrity. The sociological reality of the
church or churches, that is, the church as a material object, is accessible to any
number of analyses that may contribute to understanding the social and corporate
nature of Christianity. Clearly these need not be theological. There is no doubt that
in the life of actually existing churches and ecclesiastical organizations a good deal
of thought and activity proceeds from a self-understanding that has its sourc.esIn
important, non-theological readings of human social life as religiously enacted.

